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Layout-Synthesis Techniques for Yield Enhancement
Venkat K. R. Chiluvuri, Student Member, and Israel Koren, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract-Several yield-enhancement techniques are proposed
for the last two stages of VLSI design, i.e., topologicallsymbolic
and physical layout synthesis. Our approach is based on modifications of the symbolidphysical layout to reduce the sensitivity
of the design to random point defects without increasing the
area, rather than fault tolerance techniques.A layout compaction
algorithm is presented and the yield improvement results of some
industrial layout examples are shown. This algorithm has been
implemented in a commercial CAD framework. Some routing
techniques for wire length and via minimization are presented,
and the results of wire length reduction in benchmark routing
examples are shown. We demonstrate through topological optimization for PLA-based designs that yield enhancement can be
applied even at a higher level of design abstraction. Experimental
results show that it is possible to achieve significant yield improvements without increasing the layout area by applying the
proposed techniques during layout synthesis.

I. INTRODUCTION

C

ONTINUED advances in VLSI technology, along with
the development of more sophisticated CAD tools, enable
an increase in the level of integration of silicon chips. By
integrating more and more circuits on a single chip, system
performance improvements can be achieved. However, due to
unavoidable manufacturing process variationshmperfections,
chips must be limited to a certain size, beyond which the yield
of the chip is so low that the product is no longer commercially
viable. Processing imperfections such as point defects and line
registration errors are introduced into the IC layers during the
lithography process. The main sources of point defects are dust
and other unwanted particles in the atmosphere of the clean
room, chemicals, bulk gases and unionized water, lithography
and other fabrication equipment. Some of these defects may
result in missing patterns or open circuits, while other defects
may result in extra patterns or short circuits.
During the past 15 years, feature sizes have diminished
drastically from a few microns to submicrons, allowing integration of over a million transistors on a single chip. At the
same time, manufacturing process complexity (i.e., number
of lithography levels) has increased significantly. Die sizes
of high-performance general-purpose microprocessors have
already crossed 2 cm’. For example, the die size of the
Digital’s Alpha 21064 microprocessor chip is 2.34 cm’. Such
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large-area chips became a reality because defect densities
dropped almost one order of magnitude during this period. It
may be unlikely to have similar substantial improvements in
manufacturing facilities in the near future to improve the yield.
Therefore, further increase in the level of integration may
result in chips with low manufacturing yields. For example, it
may be extremely difficult to achieve a yield of over 40-50%
for a 5-cm2 chip even under mature manufacturing conditions.
Such yields cannot be expected by achieving factory performance goals alone [12]. Thus, new design techniques must
be found in order to achieve further improvements in the yield
of large-area chips. Localized changes in the layout generated
by the general design rules may allow us to increase the yield
without any area overhead. Our approach to yield enhancement
is based on modifications of the layout to reduce the sensitivity
of the design to point defects without increasing the area, rather
than on fault tolerance techniques. Unlike the more traditional
defect tolerance approach, which requires the development
of special redundancy techniques for the given design, the
proposed approach is applicable to all design styles and does
not require any additional resources in terms of silicon area.
Another important property is that the layout changes can
be automated and made part of the physical design tools
(e.g., compaction, routing) making them transparent to the
designer.
A. Design for Yield
Several design techniques have been proposed for
many stages of design synthesis for yield enhancement. A
commonly-used design technique for yield enhancement is
through defect tolerance, i.e., the incorporation of redundant
circuits. A variety of fault-tolerant techniques have been
proposed for memory IC’s, PLA-based designs, and Wafer
Scale Integrated Systems. These fault-tolerant techniques
have proved to be very effective in certain situations (e.g.,
memory chips), but involve a cost of additional area and
design effort. Also, defect tolerance techniques have been
developed only for highly regular designs. There is still no
general approach to the incorporation of defect tolerance in
random logic design.
IC device parameters are very sensitive to unavoidable
variations in manufacturing process. It is very important to
maintain these device parameters within acceptable limits in
order to guarantee the circuit performance. Yield degradation
due to these global process variations is known as parametric
yield. Several statistical design centering techniques have
been developed for parametric yield optimization [28]. The
objective of statistical design centering is to maximize the
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parametric yield of a circuit with respect to manufacturing
process parameters.
For the physical layout design stage, the concept of 'Design
for Yield' has been applied very successfully through global
design rules and area minimization [32] from the very beginning. These design rules are optimized for minimizing the
process yield losses due to global variations. However, in a
mature manufacturing line, random point defects are the major
source of yield losses. The effect of a defect on the chip is
strongly dependent on where the defect is located. Therefore,
the susceptibility of a chip depends on the layout density,
where a denser layout is more susceptible to defects. So far,
only limited attention has been given to point defects during
the layout design. To maintain the yield of future chips with
complexities exceeding 10 million transistors, the distribution
of point defects and the sensitivity of the design to these
defects must be taken into account during the layout synthesis.
Therefore, by including defect sensitivity as an additional
criterion at the physical design level for yield enhancement,
substantially better results can be achieved.
Several mathematical models have been proposed for very
accurate yield predictions. This high degree of accuracy is
achieved, to a large extent, by replacing the chip area with
critical area (which represents the defect sensitivity of the
layout) in the yield models 1141, [19], [20], [27], [33]. Recently, several methods have been proposed for estimating
the yield of a chip from its layout detail. Xlaser and other
yield analysis CAD tools are based on analytical models [15],
[26]. Monte Carlo simulation-based yield prediction tools were
also developed [35].Although these tools are useful for yield
analysis, they cannot be used to modify layouts for yield
enhancement.
Only recently have researchers started reporting their work
in the area of layout synthesis for yield enhancement. The first
significant work in the area of layout modifications for yield
improvement has been reported by Allan [ l ] . A set of local
rules have been proposed for contacts, metal and polysilicon
layers for yield enhancement. However, these techniques are
not general enough to be applied in the regular physical layoutsynthesis stages such as routing and compaction.
Some routing techniques for yield enhancement have been
developed for two layer routing [22], [30]. These routing
algorithms are based on minimization of the defect sensitivity
of the layout. In the routers proposed in [30], the defect sensitivity of the second layer is not considered while minimizing
the defect sensitivity of the first layer. Moreover, the criteria
chosen for defect sensitivity were not based on any analytical
models reported in the yield literature. These shortcomings
were addressed to some extent in [22]. The major drawback is
that if the layouts generated by these routers are compacted,
their yield criteria becomes invalid. Some results have been
reported for the placement and floorplan stages of layout
synthesis as well [21].
B. Defect Sensitivity of a Layout

Researchers have proposed several yield models [ 111, [ 191
to predict the manufacturing yield. The three-parameter gen-
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eralized negative binomial yield model given in (1) was found
to match empirical results better than other yield models.

where Y is the yield of the die, Yo is the gross yield factor, d
is the average number of defects per unit area, A is the area
of the die, 0 is the probability that a defect will result in a
circuit fault and cu is the clustering parameter. In this model,
A represents the total area of the die, while the product AI9
(also called the critical area) represents the portion of the
chip area that is sensitive to defects. In other words, not every
defect results in a circuit failure. The effect of a defect on
the chip is strongly dependent on where the defect is located.
Therefore, the susceptibility of a chip depends on the layout
density, where a denser layout is more susceptible to defects.
Thus, layout design rules for a given fabrication process have
a strong impact on the yield. These design rules are formulated
in such a way that global disturbances, such as misalignment
of the masks, linewidth variations of the poly and diffusions,
lateral diffusion on the diffusion line, etc., may have a minimal
effect, and the amount of logic per chip is maximized.
Since all of the above disturbances are mainly the result of
process variations, these layout rules are targeted to maximize
the gross yield, Yo. So far, only limited attention has been
given to point defects while formulating the design rules. The
contribution of point defects to yield losses will be very high
in a mature manufacturing process of submicron technologies.
Therefore, to further improve the yield of large chips, the
distribution of point defects and the sensitivity of the design
to these defects must be taken into account while designing
the final layout.
The probability that a defect will cause a failure, 19,depends
on the size of the defect relative to the dimensions of the layout
patterns. Several analytical models were proposed to calculate
the critical area from layout details [14], [27], [33]. The critical
area for defects of size z is defined as the area in which the
center of a defect must fall in order to cause a circuit failure.
The expected value of the critical area, A c , is computed using

where A ( z ) is the critical area for defects of size n: and f(.)
is the defect size probability density function.
General layout design rules, like minimum width and spacing for individual layers, have to be maintained with respect to
a specific process. Local variations might be possible in some
layers in such a way that the sensitivity of a layer to point
defects is reduced. For example, the spacing of some lines
can be increased so that the total critical area of that layer
is reduced. When these changes are made in the interconnect
logic, they do not introduce any functional/parametric changes
in the circuit. The RC characteristics remain almost the same.
However, when similar changes are made in the active logic,
special attention should be paid to maintaining the functional
and performance requirements.
The effect of reduction in the critical area on the yield
of a chip depends on its size. This is shown in Fig. 1.
In larger chips yield improvements will be proportional to
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compaction algorithm improves the yield of the final design
by distributing the spacing between noncritical elements so as
to minimize the total defect sensitivity for given particular
manufacturing conditions, i.e., defect size distribution and
defect densities for different layers of the layout. The defect
sensitivity of the open-circuit type faults is minimized by
increasing the width of several noncritical elements in the
layout.
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Fig. 1. Effect of critical area reduction on yield improvement.

A. Relocation of Noncritical Elements

Compactors place various circuit elements as close as the
design rules permit. Though this helps in minimizing the
area, it unnecessarily packs many noncritical elements very
close together, resulting in layers with a large critical area for
short-circuit faults. When relocating the wire segments, the
compactor may stretch them in order to maintain the original
topology, resulting in longer nets and layers with a large
critical area for open-circuit faults. In the SPARCS compactor
[4], noncritical elements can be placed either on the top or
bottom (left or right) optionally. If we also take the defect size
distribution and the additional wires introduced in relocating
the elements into consideration, much better results from the
yield point of view can be obtained.
Since the defect size distribution is inversely proportional to
the defect size raised to the power of three [33], change in the
critical area will be nonuniform. For example, by increasing
the spacing from 3 to 4 pm between the two wire segments of
length 100 pm, the critical area of short-circuit faults can be
reduced by 4 pm2, whereas for the same amount of increase
11. COMPACTION STRATEGIES FOR YIELD ENHANCEMENT in spacing from 10 to 11 pm, the corresponding reduction will
be only 0.35 pm2. Any increase in spacing beyond the largest
The importance of chip area minimization in increasing defect size (about 20 pm) does not decrease the critical area at
the manufacturing yield cannot be overemphasized. Special all. It is interesting to note that when changes are made in the
CAD tools such as compactors are developed exclusively to layout to minimize the sensitivity of the design to one type of
perform area minimization [2]-[4]. While the primary goal of defects, the sensitivity to other defect types may increase. For
all the compactors is to minimize the area, they include some example, when the width of the metauactive lines is increased
secondary objectives like minimizing the total wire length, to minimize the sensitivity of the design to open-circuit faults,
minimizing the number of jogs, etc. Most of these secondary its sensitivity to short-circuit faults and pinhole faults might
objectives are oriented toward performance improvements. increase. Therefore, critical area of open- as well as shortThough the importance of yield enhancement is recognized circuit faults should be considered while finding an optimal
[2], [4], [25],so far very little attention has been paid to it in location for noncritical elements.
physical layout synthesis.
The optimal location for a noncritical element is calculated
Compactors generate actual layouts that occupy minimum by minimizing the function given below
area either from symbolic layouts or from actual layouts generDtUU
ated by other layout-synthesis tools. In constraint graph-based
A(w) =
AG,(?/)D,"p+
A:,,(?m? (3)
compaction algorithms [4], [23], physical connectivity and
M:,,,,,
separation constraints between the elements are represented
by a directed graph. The minimum achievable size of the where X(y) is the number of defects which can affect the
layout is determined by the longest path (critical path) of the functionality of the element, AZfL(g)(A&(y)) is the average
constraint graph. The elements on the critical path are placed critical area of short-circuit (open-circuit) faults, DgrL(D:") is
at the minimum distances to minimize the area; therefore, they the defect density of short-circuit (open-circuit) faults, W,,,,,,
have no freedom to move. However, elements that do not lie is the minimum design rule for spacing, D,,, is the maximum
on the critical path can be placed in a variety of ways. So far defect size, and y represents the width and the location of the
this additional freedom has been utilized very effectively to element.
optimize the performance by way of wire length minimization
The optimal location for a layout element depends on its
length, and the spacing between the element and the elements
r31.
A new compaction algorithm is presented in this section to above and below. In addition, elements connected on both
improve the yield without increasing the layout area. This new sides and their widths also influence the optimal location of

critical area reduction. For example, the yield of a 2.5-cm2
chip can be improved by 14% with a 15% reduction in the
critical area. (Yield in Fig. 1 is calculated using the negative
binomial model with Yo = 0.95, a = 1.5 and X = l/cm2.)
This illustrates the significance of the critical area reduction
for yield enhancement in large-area chips.
The future challenges of ever-increasing complexity of
VLSI systems can be met only if the manufacturing yield of
these very large chips is maintained at a profitable level. All
aspects of yield enhancement need special attention in order
to offset the yield losses due to increasing process complexity
and diminishing feature size. To achieve higher yield for very
complex VLSI/ULSI systems, they have to be designed for
yield. It is not good enough just to look for area minimization.
It is essential to consider how various elements are arranged
within the given area. Existing CAD systems need to be
supplemented by yield optimization tools.
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Fig. 2. Minimization of short-circuit type faults. (a) Original layout. (b) Modified layout.

an element. For example, in Fig. 2(a), element 10 is connected
to the two elements 9 and 1 1, which are above. When element
10 is moved up by one unit (A), the length of each jog will be
reduced by one unit. This reduction in jog length will result in
fewer open-circuit faults as well as short-circuit faults between
adjacent jogs. On the other hand, if an element is connected
to other elements which are below, its upward movement will
result in extra jog lengths and the associated faults. For a
wire segment, only elements in the same layer are considered,
whereas for a contact, characteristics of the elements connected
in the other layer must also be considered.
The advantage of this method is that a layout can be
optimized for any given manufacturing conditions. Details of
the algorithm and the yield improvements achieved in twolayer channel layouts by using this compaction algorithm are
presented below.
B. Comuaction Algorithm

We propose a constraint graph-based algorithm to find
optimal locations for all noncritical elements of a given layout,
so that its sensitivity to short-circuit type faults is reduced. The
input to the algorithm is the directed-graph representation of
the compacted layout. The defect size distribution f(z),
where
3,. is the size of the defect, and the defect densities, d (per unit
area), for different layers of the layout are the other inputs to
the algorithm.
In the compacted layout, all elements are placed at the
minimum possible distances from one end edge of the layout,
top or bottom, left or right depending on the direction of
compaction. We assume vertical compaction from top to
bottom to describe the algorithm. Each node in the graph
represents an element or a group of elements, and each
edge represents the spacing constraint between two adjacent
elements. The edge weight represents the distance between
two adjacent wire segments and the node weight represents its
defect sensitivity. The algorithm is shown in Fig. 3.
First, node weights are calculated for all noncritical elements
in the layout. The critical area of the rectangular elements or
regions is calculated using the analytical models presented in
[14], [33]. Then, each noncritical element is searched in the
breadth-first order for an optimal location. Elements can be
moved only in the upward direction, since all the elements
are initially at the minimum possible location. If the current
spacing between the node and each of its incident nodes is
more than the minimum design rule specification, then that

s t e p I. Initialization
{ Ideptify dl non-critical elements in the graph and arrange them in BFS order;
Initialize the node weights (nodewt-ref);
term-flag = true; }
Step 2. Optimization
while (term-flag)
{ term-flag = false;
for each nonxritical element
{ nodewt = nodewt-reI;
new-nodewt = 0,
whde (new-nadewt < nodewt)
zf the element can be moved do
{ move the element upward by Stepsize,
calculate new-nodewt;
if (new-nodewt < nodewt)
{ update node positions
nodewt = new-nodewt;
new-nodewt = 0;
term-flag = true, }

1

Fig. 3. Compaction algorithm.

node can be moved upwards. The maximum distance that an
element can be moved is known as critical slack. An element
is moved only if the critical slack is positive. An element is
moved upwards by a prespecified amount (step size), e.g., one
A, and the node weight is recalculated. If the current node
weight is smaller than the previous one, then the element is
moved by another step size. This procedure continues until the
node weight in the new position starts to increase. Then the
next element is processed.
Once all the noncritical elements are searched, the search is
repeated. The optimal location for an element cannot be found
in one iteration. This is due to the fact that the conditions
under which an optimal location is found for an element may
alter while processing its adjacent elements. It may take a few
iterations before final optimal positions are found for all the
elements. For example, the optimal location for element 10
in Fig. 2(a) is 11A from the top edge in the first iteration.
The elements below it are not yet moved in this iteration.
When these elements are moved subsequently, the location of
element 10 may not be optimal due to changes in the spacing.
Therefore, the final optimal location for this element is 6A
from the top edge and is found in the fifth iteration.

.'

Minimization Of open-Circuit

The compaction algorithm presented in the previous section
for yield optimization is based mainly on optimal distribution
of spacing among noncritical elements without increasing their
widths. Therefore, most of the yield enhancement is due to
reduction in short-circuit type faults. In a similar way, further
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yield improvements can be achieved by modifying the width
of some noncritical elements.
Layout-synthesis tools such as routers are designed to
generate layouts with minimum width elements to minimize
the area. (Special layout requirements of power and ground
and other critical signals may be met by manual layout or
special tools). By increasing the width of some noncritical
elements, open-circuit type faults can be minimized without
any area penalties. These width changes do not affect the performance, since the RC-characteristics of the interconnecting
wires remain almost the same. However, similar changes in the
active logic, clock, and other long global nets require careful
analysis of performance characteristics. The possible increase
in the width depends on the electrical characteristics of the
layer. The width of the element is increased in such a way
that the total average number of faults X as given in (3) is
minimized.
Each noncritical element is processed in a breadth-first
order. First, the optimal width increase at the top edge is
found and then at the lower edge. The algorithm is similar to
the one presented in Section I, and is omitted for the sake of
brevity. While determining the optimal width for an element,
the tradeoff between short- and open-circuit faults is evaluated
using (3). The significant difference is that the optimal widths
for the elements will be found in one iteration.
D. Examples

The results of the layout optimization are shown in Fig. 2(b)
and 4. The uncompacted layout of Fig. 2 is a part of the layout
generated by the router of MAGIC [3 11 layout editor from the
netlist of ezamplc3b of [36]. The layout shown in Fig. 2(a)
is generated by the compactor PLOW [31] with automatic jog
insertion, straightening, and with minimum horizontal length
of 12h. The layout generated by our algorithm is shown in
Fig. 2(b). To characterize the impact of the layout optimization
on manufacturing yield, the yield analysis tool Xlaser is used.
Probability of failure versus defect size plots are shown in
Fig. 4, for both short-circuit faults and open-circuit faults of
metal-1 layer. The probability of a short-circuit type failure
in metal-1 layer of the original compacted layout is 0.01 18.
This failure probability is reduced by 21% to 0.00932. Since
the area and the total number of defects remain the same,
the average number of faults is reduced by 21%, due to this
layout optimization. The reduction in probability of opencircuit faults is only 4%, since the widths of the elements
are not altered. This marginal decrease is due to reduction in
jog lengths.
The optimized layout shown in Fig. 2(b) is then processed
for minimizing the defect sensitivity of the open-short faults
and the results are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The layout shown in
Fig. 5(a) is optimized for a manufacturing environment where
defect densities of both open- and short-circuit type are the
same. Probability of failure versus defect size plots for both
types of defects are shown in Fig. 6. As expected, the probability of failure for short-circuit faults is increased by 7.4%
and the probability for open-circuit faults is decreased by 21%.
The overall decrease in the average number of faults is approx-
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Fig. 4. Probability of failure versus defect size. (a) Short-circuit faults. (b)
Open-circuit faults.

imately 5% from the previous stage. The two stages of layout
optimization for yield enhancement resulted in an approximately 17% reduction in the number of faults in the metal1 layer. Similar improvements are possible in the metal-2
layer as well. The same layout was optimized for conditions
where the short-circuit type defect density is 10 times more
than that of open-circuit type; it is shown in Fig. 5(b). It is
interesting to see the significant differences in the final layout
under these two different manufacturing conditions.

E. Results
The yield-enhancement algorithms proposed in this section
have been prototyped in the IBM CircuitBench Compactor
[3]. Two large circuits were analyzed for yield improvements
that can be achieved by these techniques. The layouts are
scaled to 0.5-pm technology. These designs consist of several
thousands of active devices and two metal layers are used as
interconnect layers. The layouts were first compacted in the
vertical direction without enabling yield optimization feature.
The defect sensitivity (in terms of probability of failure) of
each interconnect layer (including polysilicon) for open- and
short-circuit faults is measured using Xluser. About 75% of the
area is occupied by cells which consist of predominantly active
regions. During compaction and yield optimization, layout
patterns in these cells are not moved; however, cells as a unit
can be moved. As a result, defect sensitivity of the layers
belonging to the active regions remains almost unchanged.
Therefore, the results of these layers are omitted.
The defect-size distribution model by Stapper and FerrisPrabhu [14], [33] is used for yield optimization as well
as defect-sensitivity measurements. We have assumed the
following values for different parameters of the model: :E,
= 0.5, p = 3.0, and q = 1.0. The average probability of failure
@of) for each interconnect layer is shown in the third and sixth
columns of Table I. The layout area of these two circuits, after
compaction, is 0.38 and 0.425 mm2.
The layouts were then compacted by enabling the yieldenhancement option. The area of the layout remains unchanged
during yield optimization phase. The pof for each layer of
these layouts is shown in the fourth and seventh columns.
The percentage reduction in the pcf is shown in the fifth
and eighth columns. In both these examples, the pof of
metal-1 layer for short-circuit faults is reduced by 8.2%. The
pof for open-circuit faults is reduced very marginally. In
these examples the metal- 1 layer consists of predominantly
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Fig. 5.

Minimization of open-circuit type faults. (a) Modified for same defect density. (b) Modified for higher short-circuit defect density

TABLE I
EFFECT
OF LAYOUT
MODIFICATIONS
ON YIELD
Laver

Metal-1

YKT-I (area 0.38 sq. mm.) 1 YKT-II (area 0.425 sq. mm.)
Defect
Simple I Compaction for II Simple I Compaction for
Type CompLtion
Yieid Optim.
Comp&tion
Yield Optim.
POF
POF
%Red.
POF
POF
%Red.
Shorts
0.003382 0.003103
8.25
0.w4319 0.003964
8.22
Opens
0.010093 0.010133
-0.40
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Fig. 6. Probability of failure versus defect size. (a) Short-circuit faults. (b)
Open-circuit faults.

horizontal patterns and the metal-2 layer of vertical patterns.
Since the layouts were compacted in the vertical direction
without auto-jogging, changes in the wire length of metal- 1
layer are minimal. Therefore, the percentage reduction in the
pof is also negligible. We suspect that the small increase in the
pof of open-circuit faults is due to the proximity effect [ 3 3 ] .
In YKT-I, the pof for short- and open-circuit faults is
reduced by 4.8 and 4.7%, respectively, in the metal-2 layer.
However, in YKT-11, the reduction is negligible. In this
example most of the metal-2 wires are bounded by contacts
outside the boundary, hence, they don't have freedom to move.
In both these examples, the pof reduction in the polysilicon
layer is minimal because it is not used as an interconnect
layer except for few interconnects. The reduction in the defect
sensitivity of individual layers of the circuit can be directly
translated into yield improvement with additional information
on defect densities for short- and open-circuit faults, clustering
factor data, etc. Our sample calculations show that an 810% improvement, in defect sensitivity on 2 or 3 interconnect
layers, on a chip of 1 cm2 can result in a 5 1 0 % improvement
in chip yield.

requirements for vias are larger than the wire segments,
generally more compact designs are possible with fewer vias
[5], [13], [17]. Sometimes, just to avoid a via, routers may
introduce very long wire segments, which certainly results in
layers with higher critical areas. On the contrary, in certain
situations it may be worthwhile to introduce some vias (or
leave some vias intact) to avoid unnecessary additional wiring.
This situation is illustrated in Fig. 7. By shifting a part of a
horizontal segment of net-1 from track-5 to another free track
(track-2), the total net length is reduced by 48% at the cost
of one additional via. With a similar reassignment in net-2
from track-2 to track-7, the net length is reduced by half. The
A, of the metal-1 layer is reduced by 25% with these two
modifications.
Analogous to minimum wire length requirements for introducing additional vias in the preferred layer maximization
problem [9], some criteria to remove/add a via in terms of
wire lengthkritical area must be introduced. For example, for
the defect densities reported in [IO], the fault probability of
one metal-l/poly contact is equivalent to that of a poly wire
segment of length 15 [im and width 1.5 pm. By adding a via,
111. ROUTING STRATEGIES FOR YIELD ENHANCEMENT which can eliminate more than 15 pm of polysilicon, critical
area/fault probability can be reduced. This additional criterion
Since compaction is the last stage of the layout synthesis, its
in routing, for the tradeoff between wire length and via, will
effectiveness is highly dependent on the quality of the layout
result in layouts with better yield characteristics.
synthesis of the previous stages. For example, the quality of the
In the routing techniques proposed in [30] only the adrouters has a major impact on compaction. Therefore, further
jacency information of horizontal tracks is considered as a
yield improvements can be achieved through new strategies
criterion for defect sensitivity. Neither defect size distributions,
for routing, layer assignment and alike.
nor analytical models, were used to characterize yield. Since
the vertical layer is not considered, we have seen an increase in
A. Via and Wire Length Minimization
the overall defect sensitivity in some of the examples generated
Most of the existing routers try to minimize the number by these routers. If the routing area is compacted, the spacof vias in the layout. Since the minimum width and spacing ing between horizontal tracks is changed by the compactor.
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(b)
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Fig. 7. Via and wire length minimization. (a) Original layout. (b) After
reassigment of two tracks.

Therefore, at the routing stage, if the vertical layer is targeted,
better layouts can be generated. Since the compactors can not
alter the topological order of the nets, defect sensitivity of the
vertical layers can be reduced efficiently during routing. Then
the yield-enhancement techniques presented in the previous
section can be applied during compaction for further yield
enhancement.
We have formulated wire length of the vertical layer in a
two-layer routing as an Integer Linear Programming problem.
To illustrate the wire length minimization, a simple example
(example I of [36]) is shown in Fig. 8. The original channel
has 12 tracks and the total wire length of the vertical layer
is 310 units; by reassigning the nets to different tracks, it has
been reduced to 222 units resulting in a reduction of 28%.
This reduction in wire length results in similar reductions in
the defect sensitivity of open- and short-circuit type faults.
Wire length minimization achieved in the examples given in
1361 is shown in Table 11. The average wire length reduction
in these benchmark examples is 14.6%. This can result in
proportional improvements in defect sensitivity of the vertical
layer. Due to this wire length reduction, the number of vias
is also reduced significantly (32%). In many examples, the
via-reduction results are better than the results reported by
several via-minimization algorithms [34]. Via reduction will
further improve the defect sensitivity of the layouts. Yieldimprovement results of these examples due to wire length and
via reduction have been reported in [SI.
IV. TOPOLOGICALLAYOUTDESIGN TECHNIQUES
During the last decade, many structured design techniques
have been developed to minimize the design cycle time of
VLSI systems. PLA’s, gate arrays, and standard-cell designs

Fig. 8. (a) Example 1 original routing (WL 310). (b) Example 1 optimized
for wire length (WL 222).
TABLE I1
WIRE LENGTHAND VIA REDUCTION
DUETO
TOPOLOGICAL
OPrlMlZATlON IN TWO-LAYER
ROUTING
Examples Chan. # of # of Org. Routing 11 Opt. Routing 1 % Reduction
Den. col. nets WLI Vias /I W L / Vias I/ W1 I Vias
in [36]
12 I 35 I 21 /I 310 1
57 I( 222 1
36 11 26.4
36.6

1

ez4b
e25

17
20

119
119

54
60

1150
1309

179
150

1113
961

116
3.2
102 25.1

35.2
32.0

are some of the popular design styles. Two-level PLA-based
logic synthesis is well developed, and commercial automatic
synthesis tools/silicon compilers are now available. One of
the major drawbacks of these design styles, as of now, is the
large area overhead (due to sparsity of the personality matrices
of most designs) and the attendant yield and performance
degradation. A variety of fault-tolerant techniques have been
proposed for PLA-based designs in order to enhance yield [24]
which involve a cost of additional area and design effort.
Several optimization techniques have been proposed to
minimize the area of PLA’s at various stages of the design,
starting from functional design to physical design. PLA folding
techniques and the corresponding software tools have been
developed to optimize the topological representation of PLA’s
1161, [18]. The primary objective of all these techniques is to
reduce the area of the PLA. Significant yield enhancement can
also be achieved by minimizing the defect sensitivity of the
design that is already optimized for area.
We have proposed a topological optimization technique
for yield enhancement of PLA-based designs in 171. In our
approach, the topological representation of the PLA is altered
so that the critical area of the generated layout is minimized.
This reduction in critical area is achieved primarily by minimizing the wire lengths in one or more layers of the layout.
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Total
Alter topological
After physical
optimization
optimization reduction
I reduc. I
I reduc. I
5.83mm 4.73"
I 19.0% I - I - I 19.ow
Poly wire length
129pm' 1 10.4% I 145um' I - l l . O % I
-0.7%
A, of short-ckt faults 144pma
665um2 542um' 18.5% 46ipmz 13.8%
29.8%
A- of own-ckt faults
17.1%
8.8%
24.4%
612pm'
A, total
809pm2 671pm'
12.5%
0.024mm' I0.021mm' 12.5%
Area
1.93,-~"1 1 0 7 - e
1.93ns Delay
Parameter

Original
layout

P I

~

I

P 2
P 3

P 4

~

.."".."

P 5
P 6
P 7
P E
P 9

By modifying the topological representation of the PLA,
wire length in the physical layout can be minimized without
increasing the area, resulting in layers with reduced critical
area. The amount of wire reduction in various layers depends
on the folding level, technology and constraints imposed on
the input/output positions, etc. For example, in simple column
folding with constraints on the inputs, higher reduction in
wire length is possible. We show the yield improvement and
wire length reduction results achieved through topological
optimization with the help of some MCNC benchmark PLA
examples in the following section.

P10
PI 1

PI 2

P I

A. Examples and Results
The PLA example, misexl, consists of 8 input lines (16
lines with complements), 7 output lines, and 12 product terms.
Layout of this PLA is generated using OCT and MAGIC
systems. The original symbolic representation of the circuit
and the corresponding physical layout are shown in Figs. 9(a)
and Fig. 10, respectively. The inputs run from both the top and
bottom. The optimized symbolic layout is shown in Fig. 9(b).
The wire length and the critical area of open- and shortcircuit type faults of polysilicon layer are shown in Table
111. The performance of the modified layout has been verified
using crystal. There is no change in the maximum delay of
1.93 ns in the misexl PLA circuit. The length of the input
polysilicon lines is reduced by permuting the product terms in
row positions. This rearrangement of product terms does not
have any negative impact on the performance.
Due to this optimization, 19% wire length reduction is
achieved in the polysilicon layer of the AND plane. Consequently, the critical area of this layer is reduced by 17%. It
is interesting to observe the incidental reduction in the wire
length of the other layers, e.g., metal-1 and diffusion layers.
The reduction in wire length of the individual layers may result
in better compaction, thereby reducing the overall area. In
this example, the area is reduced by 12.5%. Therefore, the
effective yield of the die also increases by approximately that
percentage. However, this percentage of area reduction may
not always be possible when performing yield optimization, if
better folding tools are used [ 181. In such a case, the percentage
reduction in wire length and in the attendant critical area may
be less. The reduction in the wire length of several layers facilitates the implementation of yield-enhancement techniques
during physical layout synthesis. After implementing these
changes in the layout, the critical area is further reduced by
8.8%. Therefore, the overall reduction in the critical area is
about 24% in the polysilicon layer and about 11% in metal-I

P 5
P 3

P 6
P 7
PI2
P 2
P 4

PI1
P 8

P 9
P10

'
A

A

c

c

E

G

G

1

Input Wire Length = %

(b)
Fig. 9. (a) Mixexl PLA original topological representation.(b) Misexl PLA
optimized topological representation.

and diffusion layers. In larger chips, these reductions in the
critical areas and the chip area result in a yield improvement
of up to 15%.
Results of wire length minimization on benchmark examples
are shown in Table IV. The average wire length reduction is
15.4% for the nonfolded PLA's and 10.9% for the columnfolded case. This wire length reduction can significantly improve the defect sensitivity of the corresponding layers of
the circuits. Yield improvement results due to the topological
optimization on larger PLA's have been presented in [7].
We illustrated the significance of topological optimization
for yield enhancement in PLA-based designs. This new approach for yield enhancement has many attractive features
compared to conventional methods. Yield enhancement in
PLA' s through redundancy and reconfiguration is proposed in
[24]. In this approach, extra resources such as spares, testing,
reconfiguration etc., require additional area of up to 25%.
Due to this additional area requirement, effective yield will
go down beyond a certain optimal level of redundancy. In
this approach, performance degradation is another concern. In
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tional defect-tolerance techniques. The complexity of future
products will be too high to achieve the yield targets with
either of these two approaches alone. The effectiveness of
these two approaches is highly dependent on the design
structure, complexity, and the process yield. In very regular
architectures, most notably memory units, defect-tolerance
techniques are expected to have a higher contribution toward
yield improvement. As the design becomes less regular, the
contribution of the layout techniques is expected to increase.
The use of redundancy is especially beneficial for processes
and circuits which have low yields. By using both these
techniques, the yield targets can be achieved with lesser area
overheads.
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